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Data Governance and Security for the Hybrid Cloud

DATA DISCOVERY
Data is an organization’s most valuable asset. To maximize value from digital transformation initiatives, organizations
must ensure that they are providing trusted data to their users that are in compliance with privacy and industry regulations.
Without proper data discovery in place, enterprises are at risk of violating their customers’ trust. Non-compliance to privacy
and industry regulations negatively impacts a company’s reputation, its shareholder value, and in extreme cases, its ability
to operate.

Privacera automatically scans and profiles sensitive data across cloud object stores,
databases, and warehouses. The Privacera Platform leverages cloud infrastructure
natively to discover and catalog sensitive data assets with high performance and
fidelity with extreme scalability.

KEY BENEFITS
Get Instant Visibility
Privcera's Platform provides clear visibility into data assets and their usage through out-of-box reports, enabling
administrators to:
Create custom reports
Easily prove compliance
Proactively monitor and adult data access and behavior
Get alerts when sensitive data is moved

Privacera Discovery dashboard provides at-a-glance view of key performance indicators (KPIs)
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Simplify Regulatory Compliance
Privacera's Platform provides customizable design workflows and out-of-the-box labels and classifications, enabling
administrators to:
Seamlessly comply with regulations like CCPA and GDPR
Monitor and audit access patterns
Build compliance and governance workflows faster
Manually review and approve workflows for data classification curation

An alert is generated If a policy tries to include a data type that is not allowed

Heterogeneous Compatibility
The Privacera Platform enables teams to:
Quickly connect to cloud storage and databases
Scan data across hybrid storage systems and databases
Get in-depth visibility of data and its usage through analytical services
Classify and tag sensitive data using proprietary techniques

Centralized User Interface for Cloud Services
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Automatically Scan Data at Near Real-time
Privacera's Data Discovery Module uses sophisticated rules, patterns, dictionaries, algorithms, and machine learning to
enable teams to:
Scan and tag sensitive data automatically
See new data that enters the environment at near real-time
Customize rules and algorithms to refine sensitive data detection

Automatically scan data for sensitive information

Classify and Tag Sensitive Data
After sensitive data is identified and classified, tags are automatically applied to the data and stored in a scalable
metadata store or sensitive data catalog, enabling:
Administrators to provide users access to precise levels of data
Data analysts and scientists to analyze sensitive data
Third-party data catalog integrations

Tags are automatically applied to sensitive data
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At Privacera, we understand that data is the lifeblood of any enterprise and governance is paramount. Our mission is to empower enterprises
building data platforms in the cloud to balance data governance and security with data access and analytics. Built by the same team behind
Apache Ranger and Apache Atlas, Privacera enables IT and data platform teams to discover, classify and catalog sensitive data across
heterogeneous data services, define and enforce fine-grained, role-based access management policies across all their data services from a
single pane of glass, and anonymize and de-identify sensitive data to ensure privacy and compliance while maintaining data’s analytical value
and usefulness for reporting, data science and machine learning. Privacera is headquartered in Fremont, California with offices in Boston and
Mumbai. To learn more, visit www.privacera.com or email us at questions@privacera.com.

